Remote sensing methods that identify individual trees and estimate their traits would provide the 23 benefits of both approaches, producing continuous large-scale data linked to biological 24 individuals. We used data from the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON) to 25 develop a method to scale up functional traits measured on 160 trees to the millions of trees 26 within the spatial extent of two NEON sites. The pipeline consists of three stages: 1) image 27 segmentation, to identify individual trees and estimate their structural traits; 2) ensemble of 28 models to infer leaf mass area (LMA), nitrogen, carbon, and phosphorus content using 29 hyperspectral signatures; and 3) making predictions for segmented crowns for the full remote 30 sensing footprint at the NEON sites. 31 Nitrogen, LMA and phosphorus models R 2 values ranged from 0.50 to 0.75 on held out test data. 32
The ensemble approach performed better than single partial least squares generalized linear 33 regressions models. Models for carbon performed poorly compared to other traits (R 2 of 0.
22). 34
Crown segmentation produced the highest uncertainty in the pipeline, generally due to over-35 segmentation. Despite this, crown traits predictions performed significantly better than 36 comparable 1m 2 pixel predictions, resulting in improvement of R 2 on test data of between 0.07 to 37 0.20 points. 38 We used the pipeline to produce individual level trait data for ~5 million individual crowns, 39 6 hyperspectral data, whose integration represents a great opportunity to circumvent these 114 challenges. 115
To address this gap, we developed a pipeline for making crown level trait predictions at scales of 116 500 km 2 with associated uncertainties on both crown segmentation and trait estimation. Building 117 on Chadwick & Asner (2016) and Martin et al. (2018) , we: 1) identify individual crowns in 118 remote sensing imagery that can be associated with field-based trait measurements; 2) build 119 models relating the remote sensing measurements to field based traits; and 3) apply those models 120 to estimate trait values and examine patterns of tree structural and chemical traits from individual 121 to landscape scales. We advance the state of the art (Chadwick & Asner 2016, Martin et al. 2018 ) 122 in all three steps in this pipeline. For identifying individual tree crowns, we adopted a digital 123 field-mapping approach to accurately locate individual crowns in remote sensing images of 124 closed canopy forests ). The field-mapped individual tree crowns make it 125 possible to calibrate, validate, and compare different crown segmentation algorithms, and 126 identify uncertainty in the first step of the pipeline. When modeling traits based on remote 127 sensing data, we use new methods that allow uncertainty to be accurately estimated by producing 128 likelihoods and assess whether crown-level modeling produces more accurate predictions than 129 pixel level modeling. Most importantly we estimate traits at the crown level instead of at the 130 pixel level. This combination of approaches allows us to produce and distribute derived data 131 products on the location, size, shape, and leaf traits of millions of individual trees distributed 132 over tens of thousands of hectares. Providing data as a downloadable data product will facilitate 133 individual level research at scales over 100 times greater than current field-based datasets allow. 
Methods

135
In our pipeline, predicting crown level leaf and structural traits from remote sensing we used: 1) 136 field measurements of functional traits for building and evaluating models; 2) data on the shape 137 and location of individual tree crowns (ITCs), for building accurate models and assessing 138 uncertainty in crown segmentation algorithms; and 3) high resolution remote sensing LiDAR (for 139 crown segmentation and estimation of structural traits) and hyperspectral data (for estimation of 140 leaf chemical traits). To obtain these components, we built on the National Ecological 141 Observatory Network's (NEON) infrastructure by combining NEON's LiDAR and hyperspectral 142 data with field data we collected at NEON sites on leaf traits as well the location and shape of 143 individual tree crowns. 144 Table 1 ). We used data from the May 2014 flight for OSBS, and the June 2015 for 156 TALL. We used the raw L1 data products: (1) "classified LiDAR point cloud", and (2) 157 "hyperspectral surface reflectance" data, orthorectified and atmospherically corrected. The 158
Site descriptions
LiDAR data consist of 3D spatial point coordinates (4-6 points/m 2 ) which provides high 159 resolution information about crown shape and height. These data are released in 1 km x 1 km 160 tiles. Hyperspectral reflectance data consist of 1m 2 spatial resolution images with 426 channels 161 (or bands), each one collecting the magnitude of reflectance in 5 nm wide interval of 162 wavelengths, ranging from visible to near infrared light (from 350 to 2500 nm). These images 163 were provided as multiple, ~15 km x 0.8 km, flight lines with a total area of ~215 km 2 in OSBS, 164 and ~145 km 2 in TALL. The hyperspectral images were provided as "prototype" data, pre-165 processed differently than post 2017 data, and delivered on hard drives (Table 1) . 166 167
Field Data
168
During this project leaf trait data collected by the NEON Terrestrial Observation System (TOS) 169
were not available. For this reason, we collected leaf samples for 226 trees near NEON inventory 170 plots, which are randomly located across the study site and stratified by land cover type. The 171 sampled trees were located away from major roads (since roads can affect the spectral 172 reflectance of the remote sensing data), had crowns that were visible from above and could be 173 identified in the image, and had sunlit branches that were accessible for leaf collection The year following leaf and airborne data collection, individual trees were mapped in the remote 187 sensing images using a field tablet and GIS software. This process involved mapping individual 188 tree crowns on the hyperspectral image in the field to ensure the sampled trees matched directly 189 with image pixels . This individual tree crown (ITC) data is necessary for 190 accurately linking field measurements with pixels from remote sensing spectral data and for 191 quantifying uncertainty in crown the segmentation algorithms. used to select pixels belonging to each crown in the field mapping process. We normalized the 213 spectral values for each pixel by dividing each spectral vector by its root sum of squares. We 214 used this method to reduce the effect of peripheral light and shadows within each crown (Singh 215 et al., 2015) . 216
Field data were split at the tree level, and stratified by species, into training (n = 168), validation 217 (n = 42), and test sets (n = 15). Since the two sites have similar species composition, we 218 11 aggregated the two datasets to build a joint model. As is common for trait studies, our field data 219 on foliar traits had a single value for each individual tree. However, individual crowns contain 220 multiple pixels, and crowns vary in the number and quality of these pixels. In each crown, some 221 pixels are better than others for linking traits to hyperspectral signatures because some register 222 light reflected primarily by leaves, others from branches, understory, or ground. To capture the 223 range of possible models from different pixels in each crown, we randomly sampled one pixel 224 from each training crown 1000 times, and used the resulting 1000 vectors of pixels (one pixel for 225 each crown in the dataset) to build 1000 independent partial least squares To compare pixel and crown based approaches to modeling leaf traits, we compared three 236 modeling strategies: 1) A traditional pixel based approach with no information on tree crown 237 identity using the 100 best SPMs; 2) A pixel based approach that included information on crown 238 identity using an ensemble of the 100 best SPM models with individual models weighted based 239 on their performance on validation data using delta AIC based multi-model averaging (Burnham 240 12 based ensemble model that focuses on the crown as the fundamental unit of remote sensing by 242 calculating an average trait value across all pixels in a crown using the EPBM calculated for each 243 pixel that we refer to as the "Crown Ensemble Aggregation Model" (CEAM). We built these 244 models from two different pixels datasets: (1) pixels belonging to ground delineated crowns 245 (Graves et al., 2018), or (2) pixels belonging to algorithmically delineated crowns (Silva et al., 246 2016) . We compared PBMs, EPBMs, and CEAMs for the two datasets to quantify how errors in 247 estimating polygons produced by the crown segmentation would affect our ability to predict leaf 248
traits. 249
All models were tested on each pixel of the 15 crowns withheld in the test dataset. The test data 250
were not used at any phase of the fitting or the ensemble process. Accuracy was evaluated using 251 the predictive coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE). The 252 coefficient of determination produces values between 1 and negative infinity, where negative 253 values indicate that the model predictability is lower than the sample average. As such, negative 254 R 2 values indicate that the statistical model did not learn any meaningful information from the 255 data. A value of 1 indicates that predicted values perfectly match observations. We evaluated the 256 uncertainty of predictions for each model using the coverage of the 95% prediction interval 257 (95PI). The prediction interval is the range values that is expected to contain 95% of the 258 observed data points, and therefore a model with good estimates of uncertainty should have 259 approximately 95% of the test data falling within this range. Since the CEAM was generated by 260 the ensemble of the 100 best SPMs, we estimated the 95PI for CEAM predictions by averaging 261 the error functions for the best 100 SPMs. We used the same data split, data transformation and 262 PLS-GLR parameterization for all models. For pixel-based estimations, we compared ground 263 measures of LMA, N, C, and P with predictions from each pixel in the test dataset. For crown-264 13 based estimations, we averaged pixel-based predictions belonging to all of the pixels in the 265 crown. The same rationale was used for comparing pixel and crown-based uncertainty. 266
Tree structural traits and Crown Segmentation
267
We used pre-classified point cloud LiDAR data to create a 0.5 m 2 resolution canopy height 268 model (CHM). Building a higher resolution CHM than the one provided by NEON data products 269 allowed us to better capture the canopy structure and produce better predictions of individual tree 270 crowns. We used the CHM to determine the number of trees in the scene using a method based 271 . These algorithms were chosen because they were fast 274 enough to scale up to hundreds of km 2 , and they performed well when applied on the same data 275 in a similar context (Marconi et al, 2019 ). We used a single parametrization (Table S1 ) for each 276 method at both sites to facilitate cross-model and cross-sites comparison. Data were processed 277 using the lidR R package (Roussel & Auty, 2017) . We used the mean pairwise Jaccard index 278 coefficient (Real & Vargas, 1996) to choose the most suitable algorithm, and quantify 279 uncertainty in individual tree crowns (ITCs). The Jaccard index was calculated by comparing 280
ITCs collected in the field with the single most overlapping predicted crown. Field delineated 281 crowns not overlapping with any crown segmented by the algorithm were labelled as undetected. 282
The Jaccard index was chosen to evaluate the segmentation accuracy because it is fully 283 automatable, has good continuity, and can be used when only a subset of ITCs in the image have 284 segmentation algorithm performed the best on our data (Table S1 , see results section), consistent 286 14 with results from a multi-group data science competition (Marconi et al. 2019 ). Therefore, this 287 algorithm was used to extract ITCs from the CHM data for the full remote sensing footprint for 288 both NEON sites. 289
We estimated tree structural traits from the derived polygons and the CHM. Crown area (CA) 290 was calculated from the polygon geometry using the geoPandas python package 291 (https://geopandas.readthedocs.io/). Tree height (H) was extracted from the CHM as the 292 maximum height within each ITC. Diameter at breast height (DBH) was calculated using an 293 allometric regression model relating the log-transformed DBH to log-transformed height and 294 canopy area. The parameters of the allometric relationships were determined by fitting the 295 relationships to the NEON terrestrial vegetation structure data (Table 1) . 296
Building individual-level derived data for full flight paths 297
Each remote sensing image was split into 1 km 2 tiles. We pre-processed each tile using the same 298 filters as used for developing models. To make predictions we ensembled only the best 20 299 models (not the 100 used in algorithm development) to reduce the computational processing for 300 each tile to <48 core hours (~ 76,800 hours across all tiles). We predicted trait average values 301 with associated uncertainty for each suitable pixel in the tile independently. We also calculated 302 the standard deviation of each PLS-GLR prediction as a measure of uncertainty. Crown-based 303 predictions were achieved by averaging the values of all suitable pixels lying within the 304 corresponding predicted ITC boundaries. For those areas where the ITC overlapped with more 305 than one flight path (flight paths overlap by ~30%), we averaged the crown-based predictions. 306
The resulting dataset was then compiled as a comma delimited file containing all the geometry 307 information to rebuild polygons shape and location. The data is distributed as both raw data files 308 15 in a Zenodo archive (http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3232978).The resulting files can be imported 309 into GIS systems and spatial analysis packages in languages like R and Python for analysis. To 310 demonstrate the potential uses of this data product we analyzed the correlation between terrain, 311 leaf, and structural traits to summarize the general patterns observed at the scale of an entire 312 NEON remote sensing footprint. 313 not among the best PBM models (i.e., the models with the lowest delta AIC in the validation). As 346 such, these pixel models could not have been selected and used to provide better fits -they just 347 happened to provide better fits on the test data. This suggests that EPBM provide the best 348 method for making out-of-sample predictions at the pixel level. CEAM models outperformed 349 EPBM with higher predicted R 2 values for all traits except %P, where we found no significant 350 difference between crown and pixel-based ensemble. The main improvements in predictability 351 from the crown-based approach were for LMA (from 0.60 to 0.73) and %N (0.60 to 0.67) ( Table  352 17 S.2; Figure 2 ). While predictability of %C also increased (from 0.13 to 0.23), we considered the 353 model's performance too low to provide useful individual-level information, and we discourage 354 the use of %C products to address meaningful ecological questions. Crown based prediction also 355 produced the best estimates of uncertainty. CEAM 95PI showed an average coverage of 83% of 356 held out observations, EPSM 81%, and SBM 74%, with the ideal value being 95% ( Figure 2B) . 357
Results
Extracting pixels algorithmically, using the automatically delineated crowns from LIDAR rather 358 than ground delineated crowns, did not negatively affect the CEAM models ( Figure 2C In addition to the value of focusing on individuals for the application of remote sensing based 392 data products, we found that modeling and predicting leaf traits at the individual crown level 393 resulted in improved accuracy and reduced uncertainty in the predictions compared to pixel 394 based approaches (Figure 2) . Linking pixels to crowns allows the ensembling of models built 395 from the different pixels making up the crowns. Different pixels contain different combinations 396 of leaves, branches, and ground, which affects the underlying chemometric relationship between 397 19 foliar traits and their spectral signature. Weighted ensembling allows the models to identify the 398 best combinations of pixels for relating traits and hyperspectral signatures, which produced more 399 generalizable and accurate relationships. Aggregating pixel predictions from the EPBMs to the 400 crown level may also reduce the relative weight of outlier pixels. This appears to have been 401 particularly important when using algorithmically-delineated crowns. The crown-based method 402 (CEAM) showed that using algorithmic crowns that included errors in crown segmentation 403 generally did not negatively affect model predictability ( Figure 2C , Table S .2). In contrast, single 404 pixel methods sometimes result in major decreases in accuracy when using algorithmically-405 delineated crowns compared to field delineated crowns, with the accuracy of %P predictions 406 dropping from explaining 44% of the variation to being worse than using the average value of 407 %P at the site (R 2 = -0.21). The robustness of the crown-based method may be related to the 408 primary form of error in the algorithmic crown-delineations, which tended to overestimate the 409 size of crowns. CEAM may be robust to this overestimation because the weighted ensembles can 410 ignore bad pixels outside of the true crown. In cases where these extra pixels do include 411 components of the true crown they may improve estimates by allowing more shaded or mixed 412 pixels to be discarded from the crown interior. In contrast, for pixel-based methods, erroneously 413 including non-crown pixels will reduce the average quality of fit, especially if those pixels are 414 major outliers (e.g, leaves of another species). This suggests that crown-based approaches to trait 415 estimation will be particularly valuable when linking field data to remote sensing without field 416 delineated crowns, which is the most common case when developing remote sensing based trait 417 models. Our method produced models with predictive power comparable to two other crown- Hyperspectral products on the scale of 1-2 meters (Marconi et al. 2019 ). Misalignment of this 433 extent will primarily affect pixels at crown borders. When estimating plant traits, the key 434 question is how the errors in delineation driven by models, resolution, and alignment influence 435 the accuracy of structural and leaf trait models. While crown-based leaf trait models are robust to 436 these errors (see above) the structural trait estimates are more directly related to crown 437 delineation and are therefore more likely to be influenced by errors in that delineation. 438
Fortunately estimates of DBH and height were well correlated with field values. This is likely 439 because height is directly measured LIDAR and height was the most important factor in the 440 allometric models used to predict DBH. As long as the top of the tree falls within the 441 algorithmically delineated crown this should produce a good measurement of tree height and a 442 reasonable estimate of DBH. This suggests that data derived from our pipeline could be used to 443 Generating derived individual level data on leaf and structural traits at landscape scales allows 456 trait patterns at these scales to be effectively assessed. This is valuable for many ecological 457 questions (even non-spatial questions) because of the limited sample sizes, limited geographic 458 extents, and potential for bias (e.g., selecting easily accessible trees with certain attributes, e.g., 459
healthy individuals) in field collected data (Yang et al., 2018) . A complete analysis of the spatial 460 and species patterns is beyond the scope of this methods paper, but we provide some examples of 461 analysis that can be done here. Distributions of leaf trait estimates for the two NEON sites in this 462 study are generally multimodal consistent with mixed forests present at these sites that contain 463 both coniferous and deciduous trees. Coniferous species (all Pinus at these two sites) have higher 464
LMA and lower %N than the deciduous species, although this pattern does not hold for %P. 465
Comparing the distributions between these two sites, TALL shows lower %N and higher LMA and forest structure in different patches of the landscape, which suggests that estimation of 497 crown age may be a fundamental feature for further analyses. 498
Our crown-based approach to modeling and predicting tree traits produces individual data similar 499 to that collected in the field. This approach has a number of benefits. First, it will make data 500 integration with field-based forest and trait surveys easier because both derived remote sensing 501 data and field surveys will be composed of the same fundamental unit. Second, crown-based 502 approaches are likely better for aligning trait data across years. The same pixel in two 503 consecutive years could vary significantly in a trait because of small errors in spatial alignment 504 of pixels through time, whereas large crown-level regions will be more robust to small errors and 505 can be aligned to address larger errors as long as the same crown is identified in all images. 506
Finally, this approach allows a more compact representation of derived trait data as spatial 507 polygons instead of rasters. While this will not be the best representation for all analyses, for 508 individual level analyses it results in vastly reduced storage computational requirements 509 compared to raster data. The data produced by our individual level pipeline could be extended by 510 including predictions for other leaf and structural traits, environmental variables, management, or 511 disturbance. Moreover, our pipeline can potentially be used to extract ecological information for 512 24 every tree at all NEON AOP sites for the full life of the observatory. This will produce a publicly 513 available, spatially explicit database of detailed ecological information for hundreds of millions 514 of trees across the US that could be fused with other continental data (e.g. Forest Inventory and 515 Analysis) to address cross scale functional ecological (http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3232978). 516
Such data could be used to further understand the biology behind trait tradeoffs, and investigate 517 cross scale ecological processes and patterns from individual to landscape to continental scale. 518 
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